Gears!
•

Gears are most often used in transmissions to convert an electric motor’s high speed and low
torque to a shaft’s requirements for low speed high torque:
– Speed is easy to generate, because voltage is easy to generate
– Torque is difficult to generate because it requires large amounts of current

•

Gears essentially allow positive engagement between teeth so high forces can be
transmitted while still undergoing essentially rolling contact
– Gears do not depend on friction and do best when friction is minimized

•

Basic Law of Gearing:
–
–

A common normal (the line of action) to the tooth profiles at their point of contact must, in all positions of
the contacting teeth, pass through a fixed point on the line-of-centers called the pitch point
Any two curves or profiles engaging each other and satisfying the law of gearing are conjugate curves, and
the relative rotation speed of the gears will be constant
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Gears: Involutes
Gears are fun!
Design them
well
Base circle

And when you
are done
Your product
will sell!

Taut string tangent
to both base circles
Base circle

Involute generating point
Pressure
Angle φ

"String" unwinds to create
involute tooth shape
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Gears: Gear Trains
•

A simple gear train to reduce motor speed and increase output torque:

The nice solid models are by Prof. Martin Culpepper,
see http://psdam.mit.edu/2.000/start.html

Worm Gears

Helical Gears

Spur Gears

– Pinion: smaller of two gears (typically on the motor) drives a gear on the output shaft
– Gear or Wheel: Larger of the two gears

•

Gears are highly efficient (90-95%) due to primarily rolling contact between the
teeth; thus by conservation of energy:
ηΓ

motor torque

D

input gear diameter

= Γ output torque D output gear diameter

Motor
Pinion

Rack
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Ever wonder what’s inside an electric screwdriver?

Gears: Planetary Gear Trains
•

Planetary (epicyclic) gear trains enable a high reduction ratio to be obtained in a small place
– With a fixed ring gear, as the planet carrier rotates, the planet gears must simultaneously roll on
both the surfaces of the sun gear and the ring gear (review page 6-8)
– The difference in the path length must be accommodated by rotation of the sun gear:
For each stage of the common planetary system shown below:

•

TR Transmission ratio =

D Sun + D Ring
D Sun

The size of the teeth and the torque transmitted limit the minimum size of the sun gear
– A sun gear can be mounted to a planet carrier’s stem…..and a multistage system can be created
– Very high ratios can thus be achieved but beware of high applied torques that can strip teeth!
– Think of Saint Venant (page 3-5): Can the shaft support bending loads, or only transmit torque?
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Epicyclic Drives: Gear Train Ratios
•

The transmission ratio for an
epicyclic gear train can be
determined by considering the
relative velocities of the
components
– There are 12 unique planetary
gear transmissions

planetary.xls
Enter numbers in BOLD, output in RED
Written by Alex Slocum, last updated 3/05/03
Generic
Type A (sun, planets on carrier, ring)
Gears
Number of teeth on 1st driving gear
20
30
72
30
Number of teeth on 2nd driving gear (or enter 1)
16
1
1
1
Number of teeth on 1st driven gear
30
72
30
72
Number of teeth on 2nd driven gear (or enter 1)
34
1
1
1
relative direction of rotation (first to last gear)
1
-1
-1
-1
Train ratio
0.31
-0.42
-2.40
-0.42
Speed of first gear
250
100
141.7
100
Speed of last gear
0
0
0
-41.7
Speed of planet carrier arm
-114.3
29.4
100
0
Transmission ratio
-2.19
3.40
0.71
-2.40
Input
Sun
Planet carrier
Sun
Output
Planet carrier
Ring
Ring
Stationary
Ring
Sun
Planet carrier

Ring
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Sun

Planet
Carrier
Arm
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Gears: More Epicyclic Drives
•

The concept of differential motion can also be exploited using a wave generator to convert
rotary motion from a motor into rotary motion of wave generator
– The wave generator is forced to roll on two different surfaces at once which thus causes it to
revolve and drive an output shaft

Several different types of commercial systems are available, and are often used in
2
industrial robots and indexing systems
4
– Harmonic drives
– Cycloidal drives

Perpetual wedge
planetary schematic

Stationary

•

1
Input
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Gears: Automotive Transmissions
•

An automotive transmission is a truly amazing system

– The shifter controls linkages that slide internal-toothed collars
(synchronizer sleeve) over splined shafts connected to
different gears and the input shaft to engage corresponding
gears on the output coupling shaft
• The synchronizer brings the drive gear up to speed
Spline (synchronizer
before allowing the spline to engage it (no grrr-inding!)
hub) attached to input
shaft
Input

Spring loaded “dog”

Output

Engaging spline
(blocking ring)
attached to gear

From the other side,
note the shifter forks
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Planetary stage
from an automatic
transmission

Helical
sun gear
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Helical gear
planets in planet
carrier

Helical
sun gear

Gears: Automotive Differentials
•

A differential allows for differential motion between output shafts
– See page 5-19!

•

The Torsen™ differential was invented in 1986 by Vern Gleasman
(US Patent 2,896,541), and using just helical gears and the principle
of self-help, provides the most superior traction control for allwheel-drive vehicles
– More torque should be delivered to the wheel that can use the torque
– Helical gears’ thrust loads apply forces to friction clutches
From
drive
shaft

Ring gear

Assembly of a classic open differential (Thanks Bill Miskoe!)

To rear
wheel

To rear
wheel
Planet gears
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Gears: Robot Design Contest Kits
•
•

There are usually a large number of gears available for a design contest
Spur gears are the most commonly used gears, & they have straight involute teeth
– Justify your designs with basic engineering calculations
• Show the system will achieve the desired speed and torque requirements
• Determine the stresses in the gear teeth
• Students who strip gear teeth should not be given replacement gears until
they fix their calculations and adjust the design accordingly!
– In addition to spur gears, bevel gears may also be available

Martin Jonikas’ machine, winner of 2002 The MIT and the Pendulum
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Gears: Spur and Straight Bevel Gears
•

Spur gears have an involute cross section that extends linearly
along the gear’s axial direction
– They are the most common type of gear

•
•

Helical gears also have an involute cross section, but the teeth curve
around on a helical trajectory
Straight bevel gears have an involute cross section that extends
linearly on the surface of a cone towards the apex
– They can be used to transmit torque between intersecting shafts

Right angle gearbox used to
power a “fwapper” to spin
the pendulum in 2002’s MIT
& The Pendulum
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Gears: Rack & Pinion
•

A rack and pinion is one of the least expensive methods of converting rotary motion to
linear motion (what about reciprocity!)
Motor
Pinion

Rack

– It does not provide a mechanical advantage like a leadscrew

•

Linear force and tooth pressure angle create a force that tends to push the pinion away from
the rack:
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Gears: Worm
•

The transmission ratio is a function of the worm pitch and the worm gear pitch diameter
– As the worm rotates, its thread pushes the teeth on the worm gear (wheel, or driven gear)
– Given the lead l worm of the worm and the diameter D of the driven gear, the transmission
ratio of a single worm gear set is just TR = π D pitch l worm

•

The contact between the teeth is sliding, so the efficiency may only be 30-50%
– You can create a worm using a leadscrew and it can contact the teeth of a spur gear…
(this is called blacksmithing!)
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